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20 December 2018 

 

Dear Dunja Mijatović,  

 

AGE OF CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY (SCOTLAND) BILL 

 
Thank you for providing me with a copy of your letter dated 6 December 2018 
to Maree Todd MSP, Minister for Children and Young People, concerning the 
above Bill. I appreciate you taking the time to keep the Committee informed of 
your views when protocol dictates that your communication is with Council of 
Europe Member States.  
 
I note the detailed points you raise in relation to the Bill around setting an age 
of criminal responsibility and the guidance and standards set by UN Committee 
on the Rights of the Child and the Council of Europe, Other Relevant 
Information, and the powers of the police. In particular I acknowledge the long-
standing position of your Office that children who come into conflict with the law 
should be treated as children first and foremost, with a focus on rehabilitation 
and restorative justice, rather than on repression and retribution. I have 
circulated your letter to Members of the Committee to inform their consideration 
of the Bill at Stage 2. In addition, your letter has been placed on our webpage, 
so other Members of the Scottish Parliament can have sight of the points you 
raise. 
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It might be helpful if I explain a little about the Parliament’s procedures and 
processes that support our scrutiny work and set out where we are with our Bill 
scrutiny. 
 
The Committee issued a call for views on the Bill in July 2018. We took oral 
evidence at Stage 1 from stakeholders during September and October, which 
culminated in the publication of our Stage 1 Report on 7 November1. 
Parliament’s Stage 1 consideration of the Bill took place on 13 November. 
Following debate, the general principles of the Bill were agreed to without 
division. Immediately thereafter the Bill moved on to Stage 2.  
 
Stage 2 is where all Members of the Scottish Parliament can lodge 
amendments to the Bill. The Committee’s role at Stage 2 is to debate and vote 
on the amendments lodged by Members of the Parliament. Based on the 
current timetable, the first batch of amendments are due to be considered at 
the Committee’s meeting on 31 January 2019. 
 
At our last meeting on 13 December, we considered our approach to the Bill at 
Stage 2. It was discussed and agreed to take evidence on amendments to raise 
the age of criminal responsibility to 14 or 16 and amendments to raise the age 
of criminal prosecution to 14 or 16, in particular to seek written evidence on the 
amendments from those who provided evidence at Stage 1 and to take oral 
evidence from agreed witnesses. 
 
The Committee issued a request for evidence on 14 December and I attach a 
copy with this letter. I would be pleased to receive your views on the attached 
highlighted areas. I’d also be content to treat your letter to the Minister as 
evidence to the Committee, should this be your preferred approach. Members 
will use the evidence to inform their voting positions on the amendments 
lodged.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you, and to working with you on any future topics 
of shared interest. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

  
 
Ruth Maguire MSP 
Convener 
Equalities and Human Rights Committee 

 

 
Cc: Maree Todd MSP, Minister for Children and Young People  

                                                           
1 The Age of Criminal Responsibility (Scotland) Bill Stage 1 Report SP Paper 411, 5th Report 
2018 (Session 5). Accessed 18 December: https://sp-bpr-en-prod-
cdnep.azureedge.net/published/EHRiC/2018/11/7/Age-of-Criminal-Responsibility--Scotland--
Bill-Stage-1-Report/EHRiCS052018R05.pdf 

https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/EHRiC/2018/11/7/Age-of-Criminal-Responsibility--Scotland--Bill-Stage-1-Report/EHRiCS052018R05.pdf
https://sp-bpr-en-prod-cdnep.azureedge.net/published/EHRiC/2018/11/7/Age-of-Criminal-Responsibility--Scotland--Bill-Stage-1-Report/EHRiCS052018R05.pdf
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Age of Criminal Responsibility (Scotland) Bill - Stage 2 
 
The Equalities and Human Rights Committee agreed at its meeting on 13 
December to take further evidence to inform its consideration of amendments 
to the Age of Criminal Responsibility (Scotland) Bill at Stage 2.  
 
It agreed to seek written evidence from those who provided evidence at 
Stage 1. Of particular interest to the Committee are the possible implications 
of raising the age of criminal responsibility to either 14 or 16, as well as raising 
the age of criminal prosecution to either 14 or 16. You can access the 
amendments lodged to the Bill here. 
 
The Committee has identified some areas where it would be helpful to have 
your further views: 
 

• whether you are supportive of increasing the age of criminal 
responsibility/prosecution to 14 or 16; please explain the reasons for 
your views, 

• the number of young people affected and the associated types of 
behaviour in these higher age groups, 

• what changes to or additional services are required to support an 
increase in the age of criminal responsibility/prosecution to 14 or 16, 

• the impact on young people of raising the age of 
responsibility/prosecution to 14 or 16, 

• the potential cost implications for your organisation and any indication 
of the time required to make changes to support an increase,  

• whether Scots Law in this area should be tied to the United Nations 
minimums, and 

• any other impacts in relation to disclosure, victims and police powers. 
 
Any views should be submitted by Monday 7 January 2019 for them to be 
considered at the Committee’s meeting on Thursday 10 January. Please note 
that you can answer any or all questions. It is appreciated this is a short 
deadline, responses should be no more than four sides of A4 and sent to: 
equalities.humanrights@parliament.scot 
 
Before making a submission, please read our privacy notice about submitting 
your views to a Committee, this tells you about how we process your personal 
data: http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Equal_Opps/Committee_Office_-
_evidence_submission.pdf   

The Committee appreciates greatly your assistance with its legislative 
scrutiny. Should you have any questions about this request, please contact 
the Clerks. 
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